Whether in busy classrooms, in school libraries, at home or beyond, students benefit when they can hear instruction. A personal headset blocks out background noise so students can focus on what matters at the moment. An integrated microphone supports lifelike, interactive conversations by ensuring every word is clearly spoken and heard.

5 Ways Logitech Headsets Benefit Student Learning:

1. **Background Noise** - Students under the age of 15 are still developing cognitive auditory processing skills.
2. **Confidence** - Assures students are heard clearly. This is important for all learners and especially those shy students.
3. **Personalized Apps** - Students can work in different apps in different assignments at their own pace and with out disruption from other students.
4. **Accuracy** - Ensure full accuracy with what students and teachers are saying. This prevents frustration and fatigue.
5. **Easy Setup** - Easy for students to setup and use so they can work independently.

Contact your Education Specialist
**EducationUS@logitech.com**
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